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AMS Fulfillment 
Congratulates

Ken Wiseman
Chief Workforce Development Officer

and all the nominees for the 

Los Angeles Business Journal
2021 Diversity, Inclusion 

+ Equity Awards

www.amsfulfillment.com

Your Operations Partner for Warehousing & Fulfillment Services

T his year’s annual Diversity, Inclusion + Equity Symposium and Awards celebration was broken into a series of two virtual events 
presented one week apart. 

Day One took place on March 17th and included a series of panel discussions featuring companies and individuals who have shown 
an exceptional commitment to advancing diversity and inclusion in the workplace and business leadership. The panels featured in-

depth and spirited discussions about the roles businesses, leadership and mentorship can play to accelerate diversity, inclusion and equity 
in the workplaces here in Los Angeles and beyond. 

On Day Two, which took place Wednesday, March 24th, the Los Angeles Business Journal hosted the awards portion, where we honored 
and celebrated diversity & inclusion champion individuals and organizations in the Los Angeles region for their ongoing efforts to further 
and respect the unique needs, perspectives and potential of all their team members while simultaneously creating an inclusive environment 
that enables diversity to thrive.

It was truly a privilege to honor to shine the spotlight on these terrific leaders and organizations within the Los Angeles business 
community and unveil our finalists and honorees for this year’s awards.

This special section contains profiles of all the honorees and finalists, alongside articles and features about best practices and benefits of 
diversity, inclusion and equity programs and efforts in the workplace in 2021.  

Many thanks to our sponsors, who help to make this event possible, and once again, congratulations to the honorees – Los Angeles 
based leaders and organizations who “lead by example,” successfully blending effective business vision with a passionate commitment to 
positively making a difference, furthering diversity, inclusion and equity both in the world of business and in the communities they serve.  

Best regards, 

Josh Schimmels
Publisher & CEO

Letter from the Publisher
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We look through the eyes of many
Recognizing and promoting diversity means having an appreciation for difference. At Wells Fargo, we welcome and
value the insights and perspectives drawn from unique life experiences. It is those distinctive viewpoints that
provide us with the fresh thinking we need to help all our customers reach their financial goals.

We are proud to be part of the LABJ Diversity, Inclusion + Equity Symposium & Awards.

wellsfargo.com
© 2020 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. 6737102-1 MOD: 1041
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CEO OF THE YEAR HONOREE

BYRON ALLEN
Founder, Chairman & CEO
Allen Media Group LLC  /  Entertainment Studios

B yron Allen is the founder, chairman & CEO of Allen Media Group / Entertainment 
Studios / The Weather Channel, but his roots are humble and on the talent side of 
the business.  At age 15, Allen was recognized by David Letterman, Jay Leno and 
Jimmy Walker as a talented comedy writer and budding stand-up comic talent and 

a storied career in front of and behind the camera was born. What began 40 years before 
as a young boy breaking into the entertainment business has grown into a multi-platform 
media company with more than 1,500 employees that produces and distributes content 
all over the world.

While Allen is an entertainer and a person who exudes a positive attitude and a bright 
personality, his personal experience with bigotry and racism in our industry has been dark 
and discouraging.  Allen recognizes how minorities – and especially African Americans – 
have been discriminated against because he has been on the receiving end for his whole 
life.  Those challenges have never deterred him as he has always pushed back against 
inequality.  

Throughout his career, Allen has advocated for economic inclusion and he employs 
his celebrity influence to expose inequities in media.  Allen has committed significant 
personal resources and finances to fight for equality.  He has taken his fight to the steps 
of the U.S. Supreme Court and in doing so, he has succeeded in exposing the issues 
that have plagued many talented individuals. Byron Allen is a fighter for not just Black 
American rights but the rights of everyone.

CEO OF THE YEAR HONOREE

KELLY COFFEY
Chief Executive Officer
City National Bank

When Kelly Coffey became CEO of the largest bank based in Los Angeles, City 
National Bank, she became one of only a handful of women to be CEOs of the 
largest 50 banks in the country. Coffey is the fourth chief executive in City 
National’s 67-year history and joined the bank specifically to innovate – to make 

a great company even better. Critical to that innovation is strengthening the bank’s 
diversity, equity and inclusion practices.

Immediately after joining City National in 2019, Coffey focused on diversity and 
made key hires across the bank, including three high-profile women to the executive 
committee. Coffey founded and sponsors the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion task force 
at the bank. She launched a new executive mentoring program to nurture the careers of 
Black executives and is a mentor herself to a Black VP. Coffey rolled out an unconscious 
bias training program, starting with the most senior colleagues across the bank, and 
began a pilot of inclusive leadership workshops to drive a culture of high performance by 
understanding unconscious bias.  

Mentoring and advocating for women has also been a passion for Coffey throughout 
her career, as has increasing diversity in every business she’s led. She believes that diverse 
teams deliver better results. The bank has 11 diversity groups to serve colleagues, and 
more than 25% of bank colleagues are in these colleague resource groups, such as the 
Black Colleague Alliance, LGBTQ Alliance, Women’s Network, Asian American 
Network, Latino Community Network and Middle East & North Africa Alliance. 
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Los Angeles Business Journal 
Diversity, Inclusion + Equity 
Award for Organization of the 
Year: Mid-Size Company Winner!

Los Angeles Business Journal 
Diversity, Inclusion + Equity 
Award for Organization of the 
Year: Mid-Size Company Winner!
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GEORGE PLA
FINALIST 

Founder & CEO
Cordoba Corporation

George L. Pla believes the path forward to ensure for 
diversity and inclusion is a commitment to developing 
our human capital through education and training. 

This means investing in all levels of education and under-
standing that every child – regardless of his or her back-
ground – deserves a chance. Pla emigrated from Mexico at 
the age of five and grew up in East Los Angeles. The com-
munity college system was a viable option Pla, who could 
not afford to attend a four-year university out of high 
school, but was willing to put in the work. He later went 
on to work for Governor Jerry Brown in his first adminis-
tration and then launched Cordoba Corporation. When 
he started Cordoba in 1983, PLA knew that he wanted to 
develop a culture embracing diversity and inclusion. As of 
December 2020, 64% of Cordoba Corporation’s workforce 
is of diverse backgrounds. Our Executive Committee is 
50% women and 50% men.

SARA TERHEGGEN
FINALIST 

Founder & CEO
The NBD Group, Inc.

Dr. Sara Terheggen grew up in poverty and was the 
first in her family to go to college. Despite significant 
obstacles, she went on to receive a Ph.D. from Penn 

State and a J.D. from Berkeley. She has advised clients 
on over $100 billion in corporate transactions, making 
her one of the most decorated corporate advisors of her 
time. In 2018, Dr. Terheggen left her role as an equity 
partner for a top law firm and founded a legal and business 
solutions professional corporation, The NBD Group. The 
mission of NBD is to disrupt the industry by bringing to 
bear a new paradigm that focuses on client service and 
advancing equality.  Not only is the founder and CEO 
a woman, but NBD has instituted transparent policies 
regarding promotion and pay, and has established policies 
and governance that help women and minorities rise up 
instead of cycle out.

MEI-LON JIMENEZ and  
TONI JIMENEZ

FINALIST 
Co-Founders & CEOs

Chica Beauty

S isters Mei-Lon and Toni Jimenez co-founded their 
business, Chica Beauty, because they wanted to revo-
lutionize the beauty industry with a brand that screams 

diversity and inclusion - something that they found was 
missing in the beauty industry’s current environment. The 
two also started Chica Beauty with the mission in mind to 
create a beauty brand with a mission to empower girls to be 
confident in their most authentic selves and giving back 
fiscally to the community with their Chica Gives program, 
which partners with nonprofits like Girls Inc. and donates 
to them with every purchase made from Chica Beauty. Plus, 
the Chica Beauty team, who come from different countries 
and were raised with different cultures and backgrounds, 
are proud of their different ethnicities, and bring knowledge 
from different generations starting as young as current high 
school students and ranging all the way to Toni’s and Mei-
Lon’s grandmother, who inspired many aspects of the brand.
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EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR HONOREE

ANGELA ROSEBORO
Chief Diversity Officer and Talent Acquisition Lead 
Riot Games

D uring her more than 20 years of human resource experience, Angela Roseboro has 
held positions leading diversity and inclusion, talent management, and leadership 
development for companies in the technology, financial services, asset management, 
government affairs, entertainment, and manufacturing industries. As the first 

ever chief diversity officer for Los Angeles headquartered Riot Games, which currently 
has 3,000+ employees in 20+ offices worldwide, Roseboro develops and implements 
initiatives to drive inclusion and cultural growth. She oversees all activity relating to 
diversity and inclusion, while also promoting inclusivity in Riot’s hiring and talent 
sourcing processes. As a member of Riot’s executive leadership team, Roseboro ensures 
D&I is tightly integrated into Riot’s broader strategy to support greater representation and 
inclusion in all its products.

Roseboro’s mission at Riot Games is to create a culture that allows “Rioters” to focus 
on being the most player-focused game company in the world.  She and her D&I team 
have worked hard to evolve the company’s culture, while ensuring Rioters are supported 
in the workplace. 

In 2018, the company decided to proactively level up the company culture and 
make clear Riot is a great home for people who love to make games, regardless of their 
background, by hiring Roseboro as its first ever Chief Diversity officer. Since then, 
Roseboro and her team have been committed to improving the company’s culture by 
implementing several D&I initiatives including attracting great talent, boosting a culture 
of inclusion and belonging that enables others, and fostering a fair, collaborative, high-
performing environment for all employees. 

TINA BOHN
FINALIST 

Associate Director and Global Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Strategic Initiatives Lead

Protiviti

T ina Bohn is the Global Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion (DEI) Strategic Initiatives 
lead for global consulting firm Protiviti. 

Based in its Los Angeles office, she is also an 
associate director with Protiviti’s Technology 
Consulting practice. Bohn’s position as Glob-
al DEI Strategic Initiatives lead developed 
out of her role since 2016 as Protiviti Los 
Angeles’ local DEI champion. Alongside 
her technology consulting responsibilities, 
for three years she was the point of liaison 
between the L.A. office DEI committee and 
the firm’s global DEI council on key initia-
tives. She led and managed the local budget 
for all DEI-related activities, including work-
shops, trainings and internal panel events. 
Since 2017, Bohn has also been and contin-
ues to be the local Protiviti champion for two 
of the firm’s employee networking groups: 
proPRIDE and GET IT (Gender Equality in 
Technology and IT), both of which seek to 
actively promote diversity, equity and inclu-
sion in all the firm’s activities.

DESERT HORSE-GRANT
FINALIST 

Chief of Innovation at UCLA Hospital System,  
Senior Director of UCLA Health Research and Innovation, 

and Co-Executive Director of UCLA Biodesign
UCLA Health

Desert Horse-Grant, chief of innova-
tion at UCLA Hospital System, senior 
director of UCLA Health research and 

innovation, and co-executive director of 
UCLA Biodesign, is the only female, under-
represented minority on the senior-most 
executive leadership team. During her career, 
she worked her way up from an entry-level 
employee to being a national leader, and her 
primary role today is directing research and 
innovation across the UCLA Health system. 
She credits her success to those who would 
take a chance on her, give her access to 
opportunities, trust her to do the hard work, 
provide her the mentoring, and let her prove 
she could be successful at each new chal-
lenge. Deeply rooted in cultural humility, she 
believes in the power of pipeline exposure 
opportunities, and, importantly, she believes 
in paying it forward. Horse-Grant has been 
tireless in her efforts to excel and to help oth-
ers follow, dedicating her career to opening 
doors for those historically excluded. 

MICHAEL ORMONDE
FINALIST 

Los Angeles Region Bank President
Wells Fargo

M ichael Ormonde serves as Wells Fargo’s 
Los Angeles Region bank president, 
overseeing 1,100 employees. As a finan-

cial industry leader, corporate citizen and son 
of immigrants, he is committed to driving an 
inclusive culture. His parents instilled in him 
a strong pride in his Portuguese roots, while 
celebrating American culture. That fervor for 
diversity is something he brings to work every 
day, ensuring his team is representative of 
the communities Wells Fargo serves – espe-
cially the ethnic diversity that makes up the 
vibrant City of Angels – and encouraging 
them to show up as their best selves and 
reach their full potential. His overall value 
of diversity comes from shared experiences. 
Throughout Ormonde’s career at Wells 
Fargo, he has also been a strong advocate for 
team member development and mentorship. 
He currently serves on the board of directors 
of the Los Angeles LGBT Center and is a 
member of the executive and CEO search 
committees.

VIA VAN LIEW
FINALIST 

Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
The Aerospace Corporation

V ia Van Liew is the director of diversity, 
equity and inclusion at The Aerospace 
Corporation, which is based in El Segun-

do.  Aerospace is a non-profit organization 
focused on the national security space. It 
has $1 billion in annual revenue and more 
than 4,000 employees nationwide. Aerospace 
believes its people are its greatest resource, as 
the company relies on the brightest and most 
skilled individuals in the aerospace and engi-
neering industry to confront highly complex 
problems in space.  These challenges demand 
that Aerospace recruit, employ, and retain a 
diverse workforce with rich backgrounds and 
perspectives that generate the best solutions. 
Van Liew has led a comprehensive effort to 
develop and implement diversity, equity and 
inclusive initiatives that create distinct and 
measurable impact, and are scalable through-
out the national company. She leads the 
company’s numerous campaigns to expand 
and implement this commitment.  
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HNTB partners with cities across the 
nation, including Los Angeles, to advance 
STEM education and build collaborative 
environments. HNTB is honored to manage 
the SPARK LA program as an investment 
in future leaders. The more diverse a team 
is, the more innovative and creative its 
solutions will be.

SPARK OF 
COLLABORATION

The HNTB Companies
Infrastructure Solutions

hntb.com
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COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARD HONOREE

LARA BRANCH
Director of Member Outreach
Girl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles

G irl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles (GSGLA) serves more than 40,000 girls in Los 
Angeles County and parts of surrounding counties. The organization understands 
that LA communities reflect diverse cultures, backgrounds, and perspectives, and 
that, coupled with its mission’s ultimate focus of gender equity and parity, the orga-

nization stands at an intersection that requires thoughtful and purposeful inclusiveness. 
It is necessary that Girl Scouts reflects the world in its mission to make the world 

better. However, the perception that Girl Scouts is an organization for well-adjusted, 
middle-class, white families has been a challenge, even though its demographics, program 
focus, and representation – particularly in the Los Angeles area – has told a story of 
trailblazing diversity and accessibility. How Girl Scouts is countering the myth under 
the leadership and encouragement of senior membership director Lara Branch and her 
team. Working across staff teams, as well as its volunteer base of 20,000, this team and the 
council, in general, are making significant strides in ensuring all girls can have access to 
life-changing experiences, ultimately for a more equitable and empathetic world.

In recent years, the council has elevated the focus of diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
access particularly in its recruitment of girls. The council led the country by changing its 
recruitment model from girl get-togethers to family and community orientations. This 
outreach in underrepresented areas and populations included intimate gatherings and 
experiences the simulated troop meetings and provided a personal experience with newly 
idealized approaches that directly and thoughtfully enveloped culture, considerations, 
empathy, and familiarity. 

LILLY ACUNA
FINALIST 

Environmental Planner
HNTB Corporation

S ince receiving her Bachelor of Science 
degree in 1995 from California Polytech-
nic State University, San Luis Obispo in 

business administration/finance, Lilly Acuña 
has been making an impact in communities 
around the globe. Currently, she serves as 
an environmental planner and professional 
development/office engagement manager for 
HNTB Corporation in the firm’s Los Angeles 
office, a position she has held since 2018. Her 
job duties include coordinating activities to 
facilitate employee engagement at HNTB and 
develop volunteer involvement and inclusion 
opportunities in the greater Los Angeles com-
munity. Acuña’s enthusiasm and leadership in 
volunteerism, diversity and inclusion mobi-
lized her HNTB team members and increased 
the rate of engagement, volunteerism, and 
outreach among the firm’s professionals. 
Among her many projects, Acuña initiated 
the development of a robust mentorship pro-
gram for the Los Angeles office, intended to 
develop the HNTB community professionally, 
promote goal setting and career planning, 
provide opportunities for networking, and 
create a prepared diverse workforce.

REANN GONZALES
FINALIST 

Executive Assistant to CEO & Board Liaison,  
Innovation & Excellence Steering Committee,  

Chair  Sponsor, USHS Diversity Network
Union Station Homeless Services

R eann Gonzales has spearheaded the 
creation of and is leading the charge for 
the Diversity Network at Union Station 

Homeless Services. The Diversity Network 
promotes acceptance, respect, teamwork and 
fosters diversity in the workplace.  Through 
this network, the staff can communicate, 
educate, and express diverse cultivation 
through seven networks with the support of 
the Executive Staff and Board of Directors. 
Gonzales has encouraged and mentored staff 
to step up and serve as chairs and co-chairs 
of the seven networks. In addition to their 
regular jobs helping to serve the homeless 
population of the San Gabriel Valley, these 
staff members are also dedicated to findings 
creative ways to ways to share, educate, cel-
ebrate the diversity that makes the organiza-
tion uniquely USHS.  The Diversity Network 
believes every individual has a story, past, and 
a unique set of skills and through this net-
work, everyone can learn from each other to 
become better versions of themselves.

JONATHAN HODGE
FINALIST 

Financial  Advisor and Senior Portfolio Manager
UBS Wealth Management USA

J onathan Hodge has been helping clients 
manage their capital for over two decades, 
guiding them to make the right choices 

for themselves and their legacies. His work 
with Black entrepreneurs and families has 
made him realize how limited the finance 
industry has been in the resources they bring 
to the Black community. He also witnessed 
first-hand how his grandfather’s legacy was 
mismanaged, which resulted in the hotel 
property and land he owned in St. Martin 
being neglected and left in a state of uncer-
tainty. Realizing that his grandfather’s legacy 
could have been preserved through better 
communication and documentation, he was 
inspired to help others and has dedicated his 
work to building generational wealth within 
the Black community. Hodge encourages 
Black business owners to maintain a gener-
ational wealth building mindset, supporting 
the Black community through education, 
planning, and advice.  He also stresses the 
importance of communication, planning and 
networking within the Black community. 

TERESA MAXWELL
FINALIST 

DBE Compliance Manager
Skanska USA Inc.

C reating a culture of inclusion is at the 
heart of Skanska’s business approach, and 
no one embodies that better than Teresa 

Maxwell, DBE compliance and outreach 
manager. Maxwell makes sure that the com-
pany not only delivers world-class projects, 
but also provides opportunities for businesses 
and the workforce in those communities. To 
date, she has helped provide 327 contracts 
totaling more than $488 million to local 
DBE/MBE/WBE/DVBE firms over the last 
five years.  In addition, she’s coordinated 
Skanska’s craft hiring efforts resulting in more 
than 915,000 apprenticeship hours, 665,000 
disadvantaged minority hours and 251,000 
women craft hours over the past five years on 
Los Angeles region transit, roadway, aviation, 
and infrastructure projects. Maxwell’s efforts 
continue to build Skanska’s legacy of positive 
economic impact. A community outreach 
and small business champion, Maxwell is 
deeply committed to fostering an inclusive, 
diverse and equitable environment where 
there is mutual respect throughout the entire 
project team. 
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CONGRATULATIONS
to Our Founder, Chairman & CEO,

BYRON ALLEN
For Being Named CEO OF THE YEAR: 

Los Angeles Business Journal’s Diversity, Inclusion + Equity Awards 

Your Leadership Inspires Everyone!
 From All of Us at

entertainmentstudios.com ©2021, Allen Media Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR (ENTERPRISE) HONOREE

FARMERS INSURANCE

F armers Insurance has a longstanding commitment to diversity and inclusion, which 
serves as the foundation of its culture and helps guide the organization in its mission 
to make a difference in the communities where Farmers employees and agents live 
and work. 

Recent events in the country have reinforced the important responsibility large 
enterprises like Farmers must assume in helping to formulate solutions to systemic 
problems through workplace and corporate citizenship initiatives. Farmers, in particular, 
strives to foster a diverse and inclusive workplace – to create and model a safe space for 
employees of all cultures, backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives to bring their whole 
selves to work. 

Farmers offers a robust network of Employee Resource Groups to help support 
employees in bringing their whole selves to work. There are nine active Farmers 
Employee Resource Groups across the country that are employee-led and open to all 
employees: Black Professionals Alliance; Disability Inclusion Group; Farmers Asian 
Alliance; Farmers Future; LGBT & Allies; Parent Connect; Somos Farmers; Veterans & 
Advocates; and, Women’s Inclusion Network.

Farmers also provides a variety of training programs designed to help employees 
and leaders identify strategies and practices for building a more inclusive workplace 
environment. Participants are equipped with tools and resources to embrace their own 
uniqueness and identify ways to help others feel comfortable in bringing their authentic 
selves to work. To date, more than 19,000 employees have completed the coursework, 
helping Farmers advance its individual and collective commitment to increase diversity, 
inclusion, belonging and collaboration. 

LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT  
OF WATER & POWER

FINALIST

As the nation’s largest municipal utility, 
the Los Angeles Department of Water & 
Power’s vision for diversity, equity, and 

inclusion begins, in large part, with creating 
and maintaining a diverse organization where 
diversity, equity, and inclusion are part of the 
culture and central to policy making decisions.  
In June of last year, Mayor Garcetti’s Executive 
Directive No. 27 called on all city depart-
ments to create a Racial Equity Action Plan.  
LADWP chose to take an even deeper dive by 
hiring three local minority firms to create and 
provide direction on the report as well as hire 
a chief diversity, equity, and inclusion officer.  
Management. moved swiftly to make sure 
executives, middle managers, and supervisors 
were available and accessible for a top-to-bot-
tom analysis on the department’s practices.  
LADWP has now identified short and long 
terms goals for workforce development, supplier 
diversity, economic development and commu-
nity investment, and the Equal Employment 
Opportunity office.  

MARATHON PETROLEUM  
CORPORATION

FINALIST

Marathon Petroleum Company (MPC) is 
committed to being a company where all of 
its people can maximize their full potential 

and seek the career opportunities they desire, and 
they know this only happens when employees, 
contractors and other stakeholders feel valued 
for their diverse backgrounds, experiences and 
perspectives. This was the challenge to welcome 
new ideas, invest in their people, and work to fos-
ter a collaborative, inclusive team environment. 
To address this, the company created a Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Office which leads 
the company’s Diversity Strategy, which is built 
on three pillars: Building Awareness, Increasing 
Representation and Ensuring Success. MPC is 
making strides in each of these areas across their 
company, including its Los Angeles Refining 
Division. As part of fostering an inclusive and 
collaborative work environment, MPC regularly 
hosts Diversity, Inclusion & Equity workshops 
and employee panels. They also conduct commu-
nity outreach and participate in community-led 
diversity celebrations and educational events.  

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA  
GAS COMPANY (SOCALGAS)

FINALIST

Southern California Gas Company (SoCal-
Gas) is the nation’s largest natural gas 
distribution utility. It is a values-led orga-

nization and has been focused on diversity and 
inclusion for many years. SoCalGas embraces 
a diverse culture, moving beyond compliance 
and EEO requirements in a focused, strident 
effort for systemic change in social justice 
and cultural diversity. As everyone was chal-
lenged in 2020, the SoCalGas family came 
together and responded and has made positive 
impacts. SoCalGas is committed to ensuring 
every employee feels a sense of inclusion and 
belonging in the workplace. SoCalGas in 2020 
established the Executive Council on Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion. It provides direction, 
oversight, and support for the company’s Equity 
Action Plan, which focuses on the company’s 
efforts in the Black community, gender equali-
ty, closing the digital divide, paving the way for 
future careers, supporting the economic stabili-
ty of our communities, and more. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR (LARGE) HONOREE

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

C ushman & Wakefield is a leading global commercial real estate services firm with 
approximately 53,000 employees in 400 offices and 60 countries. At Cushman 
& Wakefield, diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) is a key focus of the board of 
directors and senior leadership. When it comes to achieving equity and inclusion of 

traditionally underrepresented groups, the company aims to accomplish transformational, 
sustainable change. 

Specific efforts made to increase DEI at the firm include hiring a chief diversity, 
equity & inclusion officer, Nadine Augusta, who came most recently from Goldman 
Sachs in a similar role and is a DEI expert. Augusta is developing a global DEI strategy 
for the company. The company also continues to focus on attracting, hiring, retaining 
and developing top talent and works to ensure a culture that is welcoming and inclusive 
of all employees and has built a network of employee resource groups (ERGs) that reflect 
the people across the firm. ERGs are formally recognized and supported employee-led 
groups formed around a common dimension of diversity along with their allies. ERGs are 
a core component of our DEI framework and will work in alignment with Cushman & 
Wakefield’s strategy to advance efforts at the company.

Cushman & Wakefield also established a Black Equity Advisory Board to listen 
to and address opportunities surfaced by its BUILD (Blacks United in Leadership and 
Development) ERG, focused on recruitment, employee career growth and external 
partnerships. One such partner is Project REAP (The Real Estate Associate Program), 
whose mission is advancing DEI in the commercial real estate industry. 

GOODRX
FINALIST

GoodRx is a mission-driven company 
through and through, rallying around 
the shared goal of making healthcare 

more affordable and accessible for all. Over 
the course of the past year, the company has 
placed an increased emphasis on ensuring 
that GoodRx products and services are more 
inclusive so that all Americans can receive 
the quality of care they deserve. In 2020, 
GoodRx conducted a virtual company-wide 
diversity hackathon, bringing together 
employees across all departments to ideate 
on new ways to solve for racial and economic 
inequities in healthcare. This sparked valu-
able discussion among employees and many 
suggestions for refining GoodRx services 
– including a GoodRx Spanish homepage 
that launched earlier this year – as well as 
a new cross-functional task force dedicated 
to carrying out the ideas stemming from 
the hackathon. GoodRx has also prioritized 
implementing new diversity and inclusion 
initiatives for its own employees. 

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
FINALIST

Northrop Grumman began its US-based 
initiative, ‘Building the Best Culture,’ in 
2010 to address the aerospace and defense 

industry’s rapidly aging and retiring talent 
base by building the leadership pipeline for 
women and people of color. The initiative is 
designed around five strategic priorities: lead-
ership commitment, hiring and recruitment, 
work-life integration, employee development, 
and building the future pipeline. Among the 
key components and programs are recruiting, 
hiring, and retention efforts that are custom-
ized by level and follow a Diverse Slate of 
Candidates process with diverse interviewers. 
Northrup Grumman also features strategic 
employee development programs such as the 
Women in Leadership Program, the Execu-
tive Leadership Program, and the Leadership 
Cohort Program. The company has also 
launched targeted efforts, such as the Inclu-
sive Leadership Conference, to engage men 
in building an inclusive work culture. The 
company has also developed diversity and 
inclusion action plans within each sector.
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RSM celebrates 
the power of 
inclusiveness.

The diversity of our people leads to our collective success. We 
thank our people for contributing to our inclusive workplace and for 
championing inclusion in the community, leading to our being honored 
as the Los Angeles Business Journal’s Diversity, Inclusion + Equity 
Awards Team of the Year. 

We are humbled to be a part of this group of amazing companies.

rsm us.com

RSM US LLP is the U.S. member firm of RSM International, a global network of independent audit, tax and consulting firms. Visit rsmus.com/aboutus for more information regarding RSM US LLP and RSM International.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR (MEDIUM) HONOREE

AUSTIN COMMERCIAL

A ustin Commercial is dedicated and committed to Diversity, Inclusion, Equity and 
Access, (I.D.E.A). Austin has a dedicated Diversity Affairs Department with its 
vice president reporting directly to the president of the company. The departments 
focus is both internal and external in regards to I.D.E.A. Austin Commercial has 

developed and implemented strategic and structured programs that focus on diverse 
recruiting, hiring, retainage, training and education of its employee owners. 

Austin Commercial takes a proactive role in promoting diversity education and 
information. The director of training, along with the Diversity Affairs Department work 
together with both internal resources and external resources that provide various types of 
diversity training awareness. Some of the workshops provided are: Diversity, Seeing Eye 
to Eye (Stereo Types, Unity, Similarities, Benefits & Rewards); Simple Respect: Diversity, 
Inclusion & Respect in the Workplace; and Understanding Diversity Competencies.

In addition to the internal diversity training, several of Austin Commercial’s senior 
leadership participate on various diversity panels and facilitate a variety of diversity 
and inclusion workshops within the construction industry. VP of diversity Simeon 
Terry presents at various workshops and for organizations such the American Contract 
Compliance Association, Airport Minority Advisory Council, NAACP, and various other 
organizations. In addition, Terry is an annual guest speaker at his alma mater Kansas State 
University Annual Engineering Diversity and Inclusion Summit. The City of Portland’s 
annual Med Week Diversity Practitioners Summit has also been a repeat audience for 
whom Diversity Affairs Team has facilitated diversity workshops. 

Over the past 10 years, Austin has also developed and implemented various workforce 
and economic development programs. 

ALSTON & BIRD
FINALIST

A lston & Bird’s workplace environment 
has been praised as one of the most open 
and receptive in the United States, not 

only among law firms but among all business-
es. The firm has been and continues to be a 
leader in diversity efforts. It scored 100% on 
the 2021 Human Rights Campaign Founda-
tion Corporate Equality Index, and has done 
so for 17 consecutive years. It is one of only 
four law firms highlighted by Fortune as one 
of the “100 Best Workplaces for Diversity.” 
The firm is also active in furthering diversity 
and inclusion efforts in its community and 
industry. It is an active sponsor of the Cali-
fornia Minority Counsel Program, a nonprofit 
dedicated to promoting diversity in the legal 
profession by providing attorneys of color 
with access and opportunity for business and 
professional development. 

BARNES & THORNBURG LLP
FINALIST

In 2018, Barnes & Thornburg’s BTWomen 
Talent Resource Group (TRG) (a cross-of-
fice attorney and staff committee formed to 

identify opportunities and eliminate barriers 
impacting the success of all the firm’s female 
talent), focused on raising the profile of women 
at the firm.  First, to elevate the profiles of its 
female talent, BTWomen created a Women’s 
History Month communication campaign 
called “Redefine.” Through it, 15 female team-
mates (who beforehand were largely under 
the radar) were thrust into the spotlight and 
asked to reflect on one of the following “power 
words.” Due to the success of that campaign, 
a signature and more broad communication 
campaign was launched thereafter entitled, 
“I Am Barnes & Thornburg” for which four 
teammates are featured monthly and asked 
to share who they are by providing a series of 
statements about themselves beginning with 
the words, “I Am.”  
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Stories of grit and hope

How does a bank stand 
with society against a virus?

 

While the world tests for the virus, the virus is testing us all.
 

During these challenging times, at DBS we’re standing alongside our 
customers, our people and society at large.

 
Supporting businesses so they can fight another day.

Working with partners so we can help the hardest hit among us.
Caring for our employees so they can continue to give of their best.

 
As we do so, we see portraits of courage, perseverance

and generosity emerging.
 

At DBS, we celebrate these portraits of purpose.
 

To bring more of what the world needs today. 
For all our tomorrows. Together.

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K
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ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR (SMALL) HONOREE

MINTZ

F ounded in 1933, when it was almost impossible for a diverse attorney to thrive at one 
of Boston’s larger law offices, Mintz was established by two young Jewish attorneys 
who knew how it felt to be excluded. The firm’s commitment to diversity is a natural 
outgrowth of their struggle to carve out a more inclusive professional path – a history 

that helps explain our dedication to celebrating the differences that create a vibrant and 
welcoming atmosphere in which to practice law. Since then Mintz has taken pride in 
driving diversity and inclusion in the legal profession and at our firm. Mintz consistently 
exceeds National Association for Law Placement (NALP) peer averages on partner-level 
diversity across metrics – by persons of color, gender, and LGBTQ status. 

Led by the firm’s Diversity Committee, Mintz is setting goals to achieve new levels 
of diversity. By June 2022, the firm has committed to increasing the number of Black 
attorneys at the firm by 50%. Mintz’s commitment to inclusion is driven by its diversity 
mission to fully understand and value diversity in its employees, clients and other 
constituencies, and to integrate this appreciation into the firm’s values, vision, mission, 
business, operations, culture, policies and practices.

For the third consecutive year, Mintz has been recognized with a U.S. Gold Standard 
Certification by the Women in Law Empowerment Forum (WILEF), a premier 
organization for women in law exclusively dedicated to women from the largest law firms 
and corporate law departments in the United States. 

CANN SOCIAL TONICS
FINALIST

Cann was founded by Luke Anderson and 
Jake Bullock, two Stanford graduates and 
members of the LBGTQ+ community who 

sought to create the ideal option for consumers 
looking for healthier alternatives to alcohol. 
From humble beginnings in Bullock’s Palo Alto 
garage to rapid expansion in Venice, Cann was 
founded on principles of inclusion and sensibil-
ity, and has created a loyal brand community 
that welcomes individuals from all walks of 
life. Cann’s mission is to change the way that 
people socialize by providing an alternative to 
alcohol that is better for the body without sac-
rificing an uplifting, social feeling. This mission 
is incompatible with prejudice, discrimination 
and violence. Cann also acknowledges that the 
cannabis industry has a diversity, inclusion and 
equity problem, which is why Cann is commit-
ted to using its platform to build solidarity with 
the Black and other marginalized communities 
through its hiring, choice of partners, and the 
communities its aligns with.

SUSMAN GODFREY LLP
FINALIST

When it comes to diversity and inclusive-
ness, Susman Godfrey is blazing trails in 
the legal industry. The firm is committed 

to growing and maintaining diversity among 
its trial lawyers and has doubled down on that 
commitment in the past few years, putting 
into place policies and practices to promote 
inclusiveness across the entire firm. Promoting 
diversity is one of the firm’s core values. A 
perfect example supporting the firm’s belief 
in the power of diversity is the 2020 election 
of Kalpana Srinivasan as the firm’s fourth 
co-managing partner in the firm’s 40-year 
history.  She is the first woman and the first 
minority to serve in the position, having risen 
through the associate ranks at the firm. Plus, in 
2021, the firm promoted its most diverse class 
ever – of the six lawyers promoted to partner, 
four are female. Los Angeles is Susman God-
frey’s most diverse office.
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lacare.org
1.888.4LA-CARE

Los Angeles Business Journal’s 
Diversity, Inclusion + Equity Symposium & Awards 

L.A. Care Health Plan 
is proud to support the
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TEAM OF THE YEAR HONOREE

RSM US LLP

R SM has made it a priority and mission to enhance innovation, collaboration and 
business results through a culture of diversity and inclusion. 

In fiscal 2020, RSM made a commitment to underrepresented populations 
through partnerships with three diverse professional organizations, namely NABA, 

ALPFA and Ascend. These partnerships advance education, professional development 
and opportunity for minorities entering the accounting profession. With support from 
the RSM US Foundation, the firm awarded scholarships of $5,000 each to 12 minority 
students to support their undergraduate studies and nurture their goal of pursuing careers 
in public accounting or business finance disciplines.

The firm also launched RSM Courageous Conversations as part of its commitment 
to the CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion pledge. These forums focus on meaningful 
dialogue with firm leadership and employees from all backgrounds. A team of five RSM 
professionals have been included in the CEO’s action committee and through these 
honest, open exchanges, participants gain a better understanding of the issues and 
concerns of our diverse employees and the communities we serve. RSM believes that this 
inclusive approach is essential for driving new and innovative ideas to help everyone 
succeed.

RSM’s employee network groups (ENGs) offer unique ways for all employees to grow, 
develop and enhance their understanding of others while celebrating all walks of life and 
backgrounds. Each provides opportunities for volunteerism, professional development, 
mentorship and networking of all levels across the firm. Through these networks, RSM 
leverages the strength that diversity of thought provides to its clients and others its serves.

FIVE ACRES
FINALIST

During the Black Lives Matter protests in 
June 2020, Five Acres leadership rec-
ognized the opportunity to strategically 

form a committee that addresses issues of 
Black Lives Matter, social justice, diversity, 
and equity. As an agency whose focus is on 
the wellbeing and mental health of its clients 
who have experienced abuse or neglect, 
Five Acres strives for permanency so that 
all children in their care are safe and have 
a permanent, loving home. Serving across 
six counties, Five Acres’ diverse leadership 
is comprised of 21 females and seven males, 
who range in age from 30 to 69 and whose 
race composition is five are Asian, nine are 
White, 10 are Hispanic, and four are Black. 
The direct staff also mirrors the makeup of 
the agency’s diverse clients. Rehab specialists, 
clinicians, executive assistants, unit program 
coordinators, crisis intervention specialists 
team members, research, and supervisors 
across the agency and across departments 
expressed interest in joining this committee.

GENSLER
FINALIST

As a part of Gensler’s corporate strategies 
to fight racism, each of the firm’s ten 
regions have established a team tailoring 

the initiative to the specific demographics 
and needs of each particular region. In the 
Southwest, the firm’s Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion team is led by Nambi Gardner, the 
Regional Lead, alongside Brianna Seabron, 
Demetra Thornton, Fernando Flores, Wayne 
Thomas and Hung Tran – who are the local 
leaders and each representing different roles 
and studios within the office. Together, this 
team and their large group of volunteer part-
ners serve as champions in strengthening the 
firm’s ongoing talent diversity initiatives. The 
team leads numerous meaningful and chal-
lenging conversations within Gensler’s global 
network in an effort to bring change and 
fight racism by focusing on these three key 
pillars of building a culture of empathy and 
equity; creating more equitable and represen-
tative design solutions; and increase talent 
diversity through long-term commitments to 
mentoring and support.

MAGICLINKS
FINALIST

It’s been a big year for the MagicLinks’ 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) team. 
Working to drive systemic change in its 

industry, MagicLinks hit the ground running 
with a largely grassroots approach. This start-
ed with connecting with a variety of leaders 
in the community to ensure that policies 
implemented across the organization drove 
direct and long-lasting impact. Since then, 
MagicLinks has launched a social media 
campaign to solidify our position and serve 
as a training resource for the team, instituted 
a 30% minimum diversity casting require-
ment amongst all sponsored campaigns, and 
developed innovative strategies to onboard 
Black-owned businesses that are too often 
priced out in the influencer economy. Magi-
cLinks hosts a weekly Instagram Live series, 
#MLTeaTime, in which it gives the floor to 
BIPOC leaders to get into the real issues. The 
intention is to learn, grow, and evolve from 
these conversations and create long-lasting 
impact in the influencer marketing space. 

STEINBERG HART
FINALIST

A group of passionate and dedicated  
employees at Steinberg Hart came  
 together around a common goal of  

Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 
(JEDI), their passion sparked by anger and 
frustration surrounding the racial injustices 
facing their Black neighbors. This JEDI 
Group has met regularly over the past sev-
eral months, quickly turning that anger into 
action. Junior designers, project managers, 
and partners alike from across the firm’s six 
US offices worked together to create a mean-
ingful, achievable action plan, nourished by 
listening sessions, research, and lively discus-
sion around our vision for a just, equitable, 
diverse and inclusive future for Steinberg 
Hart. Steinberg Hart’s JEDI Group was born 
of a renewed focus on the power that the 
team has as design professionals and commu-
nity members to identify, confront, and eradi-
cate elements of inequity and racism in their  
company, in design, and in the local  
communities. 
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CSUN.EDU/RISE

  
CHAIRMAN AND  

CHIEF CONNECTIVITY OFFICER
IW GROUP

BILL IMADA 
B.S. (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)

CSUN alumnus Bill Imada helps some of the 

world’s best-known brands make meaningful 

connections with multicultural communities. 

Imada’s public relations firm, IW Group, gives 

a voice to previously unheard communities and 

helps build a more inclusive society. Recognized  

by The Wall Street Journal as the nation’s 

second-most diverse learning environment, 

CSUN students reflect the future demographics 

of California and the United States. Matadors 

develop their own voices and learn to help others 

do the same, building teams that work to ensure 

that our differences are not only heard, but 

embraced and celebrated. 
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NONPROFIT OF THE YEAR HONOREE

STEM ADVANTAGE

T alent may be equally distributed, but opportunity is not. STEM Advantage mentors, 
prepares and inspires women and underserved communities to pursue careers in sci-
ence, technology, engineering and math (STEM). We provide economic and social 
mobility to underserved groups, while providing a vetted pipeline of diverse talent to 

businesses.
Through partnerships and a collective impact model with businesses, professional 

and industry organizations, STEM Advantage is a uniquely holistic program designed 
specifically to level the playing field and help low-income, first generation college 
students attending a public university graduate and launch STEM careers, and then “Pay 
It Forward” as role models and mentors to help others. If they can see it, they can be it!

STEM Advantage gives students, who are mostly low-income, first generation college 
students, attending California State University, the largest and most ethnically diverse 
four-year public university system in the nation, many of the benefits that students 
attending a private university receive, including paid internships to help students gain 
real-world experience; mentors to provide a role model, support, guidance and coaching; 
scholarships to attend classes full-time and graduate with less student debt; professional 
development and career panels to prepare for their job search; and community, including 
a sense of belonging and opportunities to build their network.

STEM Advantage offers the program to select STEM students attending all five CSU 
campuses in the greater Los Angeles region, including Cal State Dominguez Hills, Cal 
State LA, Cal State Long Beach, Cal State Northridge, and Cal Poly Pomona, plus Cal 
State Fullerton. 

CHILDREN’S BUREAU
FINALIST

Children’s Bureau was founded in 1904 by 
Mrs. E.K. Foster, a Los Angeles community 
leader, and a group of volunteers who shared 

a concern for the plight of vulnerable children. 
Successfully they advocated for legislation to 
protect these children. Today, Children’s Bureau 
continues to be a trusted, innovative leader in 
child well-being. This innovation has proven 
to be a hallmark in every encounter that the 
organization has and none more important that 
advancing a culture of inclusion through build-
ing a true “Sense of Belonging” and a celebration 
of community diversity in every aspect.  Chil-
dren’s Bureau’s Diversity Equity and Inclusion 
Committee began with earnest leadership from 
its board of directors who felt that in a melting 
pot such as Los Angeles coupled with the orga-
nization’s rich heritage of doing what was right 
and equitable for the communities it serves, an 
ongoing commitment for inclusion could not be 
more important or relevant than now.

HUE YOU KNOW
FINALIST

Bree L. Frank is the founder of HUE You 
Know, a production resource group of color 
that consists of more than 14,000 members 

around the nation in various areas of production. 
Frank founded HUE You Know in February 2017 
with the initial goal of sharing job resources 
with friends. What started as a tight-knit online 
community blossomed into an international ini-
tiative to include employment opportunities to 
people of color across all media. Within the last 
four years, HUE has expanded into a non-profit 
organization dedicated to building community, 
providing mentorship and fostering opportu-
nities for BIPOC professionals in media. The 
organization’s mission revolves around bolstering 
diversity, inclusion and belonging. HUE has 
fostered partnerships with Staff Me Up, Nat Geo 
and many other organizations who are creating 
opportunities within diversity and inclusion. 
HUE You Know is creating job matching oppor-
tunities as well as workshops around inclusion 
for major networks and production companies.

POSITIVE RESULTS CENTER
FINALIST

Kandee Lewis left Corporate America in 2007, 
as vice president of sales for a technology 
company and took over a fledgling nonprofit, 

breathing life into the company and the commu-
nity. Through the Positive Results Center, Lewis 
mentors youth and young adults from margin-
alized and disadvantaged communities, training 
and hiring them, providing opportunities to 
secure and maintain careers that provide living 
wages to create equitable and just opportunities. 
Lewis and her team work with youth, teaching 
them to be peer advocates, violence prevention 
specialists, and mental health advocates focused 
on creating awareness from an age and cultural 
perspective. The team’s knowledge of violence, 
abuse and trauma have proven critical when 
considering obstacles young students have had 
to face. Under Lewis’s stewardship, the Posi-
tive Results Center has worked on a local and 
national level to create cultures of diversity, 
inclusion, equity and social justice related to the 
needs of the communities it serves. 
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The opportunity to donate an organ and tissue  
or to receive a lifesaving transplant knows  
no sexual orientation and has no national, racial,  
ethnic or religious boundaries.  

You can help create a healthier community  
and lessen the health disparities that currently  
exist through the generous gift of life, a powerful  
action that recognizes the full human equality  
in all Americans and is dedicated to simply  
helping those in greatest need.

Please register today at  
   donateLIFEcalifornia.org/OneLegacy

SAVE A LIFE YOU 
DON’T KNOW

ONELEGACY.ORG
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Children’s Bureau Congratulates

Kymberly Garrett
 

Finalist
Los Angeles Business Journal

2021 Diversity & Inclusion Award
 

Your leadership and commitment to elevate Children’s Bureau 
as a workplace that values diversity, equity and inclusion are 

exemplary and inspirational to us all.

2021 Diversity & Inclusion Finalist - Organization

WELLS FARGO DIVERSITY, INCLUSION + EQUITY AWARD HONOREE

LISC LOS ANGELES (LISC LA)

L ISC Los Angeles (LISC LA) is an organization dedicated to helping diverse commu-
nities. At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Wells Fargo reached out to LISC 
LA to collaborate on ways to provide resources to diverse communities in Los Angeles 
that would be disproportionately impacted not only in terms of health but also eco-

nomically. LISC LA has been working to help these diverse communities advance eco-
nomically for years and Wells Fargo knew LISC LA would have the experience, capacity 
and trust of the community to deploy critical information and resources. Starting with a 
grant from Wells Fargo, LISC LA immediately created a COVID-19 response toolkit for 
cities to support small businesses in the region.  

Last year, LISC LA launched ASCEND LA, a business accelerator program aimed 
at providing diverse entrepreneurs with the resources and market access needed to grow 
their businesses – all in an effort to build the next generation of more-than-$1 million 
businesses owned by women and people of color. The inaugural ASCEND program 
consisted of 100% BIPOC-owned businesses, and after completing the program, 60% of 
these businesses were able to hire new employees or contractors. Working with diverse 
chambers of commerce and business associations, LISC LA set up a recoverable grant 
fund to help keep food-based businesses open and preserve jobs during the COVID-19 
outbreak. 

Based on the success of these interventions, LISC LA was selected by the City and 
County of Los Angeles to administer the $100 million LA Regional COVID-19 Recovery 
Fund, established with the support of Wells Fargo and other private foundations and 
financial institutions. 
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© 2021 Trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

When a company’s commitment to diversity matters most, 
we’re thankful to be recognized for ours. 

We are honored and grateful to partner with diverse 
business owners who help us serve 22 million customers to 

bring Clean, Safe, and Reliable Energy to the people of 
Southern California.

Thank you for nominating SoCalGas for the

2021 LA Business Journal's 
Diversity, Inclusion & Equity Awards

$884 Million spent with Diverse Businesses in 2020.
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Congratulations to all the nominees recognized by 
the Los Angeles Business Journal for their e�orts. 
We’re honored to be among such an esteemed 
group of organizations. 

We’re also very grateful to the HUB organization 
and all our 400 colleagues who have leaned in 
to our DEI initiatives and exhibited their positive 
agent of change over the last year. 

Congratulations

hubinternational.com

Risk & Insurance  |  Employee Benefits  |  Retirement & Private Wealth

Austin Commercial is a subsidiary of 100% 
employee-owned Austin Industries. Found-
ed in 1918, Austin Industries is one of the 

nation’s largest, most diversified construction 
companies. With over 6,000 employee-owners, 
and offices in Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Aus-
tin, Orlando, and Los Angeles, Austin is among 
the largest construction managers in the nation 
and ranks 32nd on ENR’s list of the 100 Largest 
CM at Risk Contractors in the US. Austin Com-
mercial serves customers in aviation, advanced 
technology, corporate build-to-suit, industrial and 
manufacturing, interiors, healthcare, hospitality, 
office and high-rise, public and institutional, 
retail, sports, and university markets. 

The company is committed to 360 degrees 
of caring: to developing our employee-owners, 
exceeding customer expectations, innovating 
in its industry, and serving the communities in 
which its people live and work.

DIVERSITY AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
Led by vice president, Simeon Terry, Austin 

Commercial has a fully-staffed Diversity Affairs 
team of employee-owners with a 100% focus on 
leading the organization’s inclusion efforts and 

is a direct reflection of Austin’s long-standing 
and award-winning commitment and passion 
to enhancing procurement economic develop-
ment opportunities for minority, women-owned, 
small, and disadvantaged business entities 
(MWSDBE) on its projects.

“Many of the projects in which we are asso-
ciated with are funded, built, and staffed by the 
individuals and business communities the proj-
ect is intended to serve,” said Brad Brown, Aus-
tin Commercial President. “We not only support 
this as good business practice, we welcome the 
opportunity to partner with project owners and 
demonstrate how Austin’s passionate approach 
and processes can enhance the impact of local 
businesses for the good of their project.”

MENTOR PROTÉGÉ PROGRAM
Since 1998, Austin Commercial has had a 

formalized Mentor Protégé Program. Each year, 
this program brings in 10-20 minority- and 
women-owned businesses for 12 weeks of inten-
sive and strategically designed workshops. These 
workshops are facilitated by senior leadership 
and are designed to help the firms grow their 
company’s capacity both financially and with 

personnel experience. Through this Mentor 
Protégé Program, Austin has mentored over 400 
firms and has paid out more than $3 billion dol-
lars to those firms through various partnerships 
on our projects. 

Lastly, Austin Commercial hosts an annual 
Diversity Open House at its corporate office 
where 200-300 minority- and women-owned 
businesses are invited to meet senior leadership, 
project managers, and various department heads 
to establish relationships with the decision 
makers within the company. In 2020 because of 
the pandemic, Austin Commercial held its first 
Virtual Diversity Open House in which there 
were firms attending from 10 different states 
across the country. 

COMMUNITY WORKFORCE & ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

In addition, Austin Commercial focuses on 
improving workforce development opportunities 
within the communities we work by participat-
ing in mentoring, training, and education of 
existing diverse businesses and local high school 
and college students. These efforts and initia-
tives are bolstered by Austin’s own commitment 

to recognizing, embracing and supporting work-
place diversity and inclusiveness at every level 
of our own organization.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
Here are some recent recognitions and 

awards the company has received:  
• 2021 Los Angeles Business Journal Diversity, 

Inclusion + Equity Award for Organization of the 
Year: Mid-Size Company Winner

• 2021 AGC Diversity & Inclusion 
Excellence Grand Award Winner

• 2020 AGC Diversity & Inclusion 
Excellence Grand Award Winner

• 2019 AGC Diversity & Inclusion 
Excellence Award “Large Contractor” 

• 2018 AGC Diversity & Inclusion 
Excellence Award “Large Contractor”

• 2019 ABC  National Diversity Excellence 
Award “Large Contractor”

• 2020 ABC  National Diversity Excellence 
Award “Large Contractor”

• 2017 Airport Minority Advisory Council 
Innovation & Inclusion Award

Information for this article was provided by Austin.

Austin Commercial Maintains Focus on  
360 Degrees of Caring and Inclusion 
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Diversity, Inclusion and Equity
CEO of the Year: 

KELLY 
COFFEY 
Congratulations to our very own CEO, Kelly Coffey.  
City National® is proud to have a leader who strives to put 
colleagues, clients and communities first at all times.

338741-01

City National Bank, Member FDIC. City National Bank is a subsidiary of Royal Bank of Canada. 
©2021 City National Bank. All Rights Reserved.

Discover The Way Up® at CNB.com.

Proud to be one of America’s best employers for women. 

Kelly Coffey 
CEO, City National Bank
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According to a recent study by the nation’s 
leading independent human capital man-
agement research firm, more than 80% of 

organizations believe they provide a diverse 
and inclusive environment for their employ-
ees. However, Brandon Hall Group research 
shows only about one-third rate themselves 
highly for critical drivers such as having a 
diverse talent pipeline, leadership that reflects 
the diversity of the customer base and work-
force or a workforce that reflects the diversity 
of the customer base or communities the orga-
nization serves.

In the wake of the social justice move-
ment and COVID-19, Diversity & Inclusion 
has never been more important, both as a 
business driver and as a way for organizations 
to connect with their increasingly diverse 
workforces.

“In 2020, many organizations took action 
to improve inclusive practices, discuss social 
issues and support employee activism at work 
and in the communities they serve. Com-
plicating the evolution of D&I is a lack of 
executive-level leadership, critical for culture 
change,” said Brandon Hall Group COO 
Rachel Cooke.

Almost half of organizations have no clear 
D&I leader or efforts are led by a non-man-
ager with other, often competing, responsi-

bilities. Organizations that do have a senior 
leader or executive, such as a chief diversity 
officer, heading their D&I efforts are two- to 
four times more likely to say their initiatives 
are successful, the research shows.

“Organizations that do not invest leader-
ship, time, energy and resources into Diversity 
& Inclusion are missing a unique opportunity 
to improve organizational culture, business 
competitiveness, employee engagement and 
talent retention,” said Brandon Hall Group 
SVP and principal HCM analyst Claude 
Werder.

Employers seeking to fully leverage the 
power of Diversity & Inclusion to improve 
business results must answer many critical 
questions, including:

• How can we do a better job leading, 
managing and funding D&I efforts to improve 
the impact?

• How can we do a better job creating 
awareness of unconscious bias and building 
a culture of self-awareness that empowers 
“unconscious inclusion?”

• How can we embed the values of Diver-
sity & Inclusion in all levels of the organiza-
tion?

•How can we develop a diverse pipeline of 
professional and leadership talent, internally 
and externally?

“Success in Diversity & Inclusion involves 
an organization-wide strategy. It is about 
building a culture through values, engaging 
talent, continuous learning, recognizing 
success and employee activism,” said Bran-
don Hall Group CEO Mike Cooke. “It is a 
complex journey, but one worth investing 
the time, money and effort required to drive 
business growth and improve the engagement 
of employees, customers and all other stake-
holders.”

Brandon Hall Group provided its member-
ship community with the latest Diversity & 
Inclusion research, which includes two studies 
— one on benchmarking and one focusing on 
how the importance of Diversity & Inclusion 
is changing. Based on both the quantitative 
research and scores of interviews, we offer our 
clients seven strategies to improve Diversity 
& Inclusion as a business driver.

Brandon Hall Group offers data, research, 
insights and certification to Learning and Talent 
executives and organizations. For over 27 years, 
the company has empowered, recognized and cer-
tified excellence in organizations around the world 
influencing the development of over 10,000,000 
employees and executives. 

To learn more visit brandonhall.com.

By STACEY GORDON

The vast majority of individuals are good, 
well-meaning people. But we know mean-
ing well doesn’t prevent us from hurting 

others. Imagine you’re in a fender bender. You 
didn’t mean to run into that car, but that driv-
er still has whiplash.

What if we don’t mean to have a negative 
impact on someone at work, but it happens 
despite our best intentions? 

The problem is, our best intentions don’t 
negate unconscious bias. We ALL have uncon-
scious bias, no matter our race or gender or 
religion or disability. While some identities 
are more likely to experience “whiplash” (the 
negative impacts of unconscious bias), we ALL 
must take responsibility for unlearning biases 
and creating inclusive, equitable workplaces.

There are countless misconceptions about 
unconscious bias, but the biggest misconcep-
tion is that we all treat everyone equally and 
if we aren’t overtly discriminating then we 
aren’t perpetuating bias. I believe that’s the 
most harmful misconception because it gives 
“well-intentioned” people an out. 

If you desire to be an ally, there IS no “out.” 
Allies can always find ways to interrupt bias. 
Allies understand there is a problem to be 
addressed and that they can take responsibility 
to do something. 

That’s why my firm Rework Work devel-
oped the Unbias Blueprint, a framework that 
helps you create a truly inclusive workplace 
culture and the basis for my book UNBIAS: 
Addressing Unconscious Bias at Work. It’s an 
action manual for each stage of this journey, 
providing you with concrete steps to take, 
examples to follow, and resources to support 
you. 

The Unbias Blueprint is a circle, because 
this work doesn’t end: we must make an 
ongoing commitment to ensure that diversity 
thrives and a sense of belonging exists for all. 
The four stages of this framework exist on a 
spectrum, and you and your organization will 
move through each multiple times over the 
years.

AWARENESS
Awareness demands attention to metrics. 

As stated in my LinkedIn Learning course on 
Unconscious Bias, measuring attitudes and 
beliefs — especially ones that you may be 
reluctant or unable to detect — is the first step 
toward acknowledging bias and changing it.

Alignment
Diversity, inclusion and belonging are not 

achieved merely by increasing the number 
of represented identities across gender, race, 
ethnicity, ability, age, and more. An organi-
zation must commit to building a diverse and 

inclusive culture. To do so means coming to an 
agreement of WHY reducing bias matters — 
not just for optics or even personal reasons, but 
as an authentic organizational imperative.

Alignment informs your strategy and pro-
vides clarity to your workforce. It also sets an 
expectation that action will occur.

ACTION
This is the stage that we’re often tempted 

to leap into when we become conscious of our 
bias. But unless you go through Awareness and 
Alignment first, your actions will be haphaz-
ard, incongruent, and may cause unintentional 
harm. To truly embed diversity, inclusion 
and belonging in the workplace, leadership 
is expected to lead the way. Funny how that 
works . . . people in positions of leadership are 
actually expected to lead!

ADVOCACY
Unconscious bias causes many of our prob-

lems at work and in our world. “Unconscious 
Inclusion” is the state I’m working to move 
everyone towards. This is when inclusion is as 
necessary and instinctual as breathing. 

What can that look like? Imagine a depart-
ment where everyone respects each other and 
listens and values each other’s ideas without 
judgment. Imagine that your company has 
standards of advancement and promotion that 

are transparent and are actually followed — no 
excuses. Picture responsibility being taken 
when harm is caused, and amends made. Pic-
ture each team member supporting each other.

You can’t get to a state of advocacy if you 
don’t create a process for continuous and 
sustainable improvement. Inclusion is not a 
passing trend but a way of life. It’s one we ALL 
must embrace to address the pervasive problem 
of systemic and structural unconscious bias. 

Stacey Gordon is Executive Advisor + Chief 
Diversity Strategist at Rework Work (reworkwork.
com). For more research, examples, and detailed 
action steps to take, her book UNBIAS: Address-
ing Unconscious Bias at Work is for you. It’s a 
tool to create healthy, equitable, and inclusive 
workplaces, and it will power your journey and 
you can find it at unbiasbook.com. 

How to Reduce Bias During Women’s History Month 
(and Every Month)

Many Organizations Miss the Mark  
on Diversity & Inclusion
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The American Bar Association Commission 
on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Pro-
fession last month released its 2020 ABA 

Model Diversity Survey Report, the first report 
on diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) in law 
firm practice.

The Model Diversity Survey (MDS), 
developed in 2016, provides clients with a 
straightforward way to review and assess diver-
sity, equity and inclusion of the legal service 
providers with which they work and to make 
decisions regarding hiring and retention based 
on the DEI efforts of those service providers. It 
assesses firm policies, practices and outcomes 
regarding hiring, attrition, promotion, leader-
ship, work schedules and compensation. The 
MDS Report includes 2017-19 data from more 
than 370 law firms.

The report does not make recommen-
dations, but it lists seven findings from the 
survey:

• Firm leadership overwhelmingly consisted 
of white men relative to white women and 
racial, LGBTQ+ and disability minorities of 
any gender identity.

• Hires and promotions/attrition suggest 

that representation of minority groups is grow-
ing at the bottom levels of associates but is 
declining at the higher levels of non-equity 
and equity partners.

• Attrition rates were substantially larger 
for nonwhite attorneys (e.g., nearly three times 
larger for African American/Black and Hispan-
ic/Latino attorneys) relative to white attorneys.

• The percentage of white associates pro-
moted to equity partner was slightly higher 
than the percentage of white associates pro-
moted to non-equity partner. This pattern 
was reversed for female associates, and the 
associates of all other racial minority groups 
which displayed larger percentages promoted 
to non-equity partner than to equity partner.

• Minority males and females consistently 
ranged between 0% to 2% of the top 10% 
highest-paid attorneys in law firms.

• LGBTQ+, disability and the racial cate-
gories of Pacific Islander & Native American/
Indigenous are largely missing from law firms 
or underreported in firm demographics, hiring, 
promotions, attrition and compensation. Most 
frequently, the average percentages were at or 
near zero for most of the analyses.

• Firm size matters. Even within the same 
year, there were considerable fluctuations 
between firm sizes. Some of these fluctuations 
made sense as in larger average percentages 
were often reported among firms with 1 to 
20 attorneys. Because of the relatively fewer 
numbers in these firms, any demographic 
group is likely to make up a higher proportion, 
often resulting in extreme percentages for a 
given firm. There were also some fluctuations 
between firm sizes within a given year that was 
not readily explainable.

The Model Diversity Survey is a product 
of  Resolution 113, which was adopted by the 
ABA in August 2016. It urges legal service 
providers to expand and create opportunities 
for diverse attorneys and urges the buyers of 
legal services to direct a greater percentage of 
their legal spending toward diverse attorneys.

The ABA is the largest voluntary association of 
lawyers in the world. As the national voice of the 
legal profession, the ABA works to improve the 
administration of justice, promotes programs that 
assist lawyers and judges in their work, accredits 

law schools, provides continuing legal education, 
and works to build public understanding around 
the world of the importance of the rule of law. 
Learn more at AmericanBar.org.

ABA Releases First Diversity Survey Report  
on Law Firm Equity and Inclusion

LADWP is honored to be recognized for its e� orts in promoting a more diverse, equitable and inclusive 
organization. Special thanks to Los Angeles Board of Water & Power Commissioners for their commitment to 
diversity, equity, and inclusion. This groundbreaking board has made history as the fi rst all-female LADWP 
board.  Under the leadership of Board President Cynthia McClain-Hill, this board has made tremendous strides 
in advancing the department toward a more equitable and inclusive workforce.

SUSANA REYES
Vice President of the 
Board of Water and 

Power Commissioners

CYNTHIA 
MCCLAIN-HILL

President
Board of Water and 

Power Commissioners

NICOLE NEEMAN 
BRADY

Board of Water and 
Power Commissioner

MIA LEHRER
Board of Water and 

Power Commissioner

JILL BANKS BARAD
Board of Water and 

Power Commissioner

LADWP is Proud to be Recognized as a Leader 
in Supporting Diversity, Inclusion & Equity
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Last month, the Council of Fashion Designers 
of America (CFDA) and PVH Corp. (NYSE: 
PVH) unveiled the “State of Diversity, Equi-

ty & Inclusion in Fashion” report, a definitive 
work of research and suggested next steps for 
the American fashion industry to be more rep-
resentative and equitable in its workforce, talent 
pipeline and consumer base.

The CFDA and PVH began this collab-
oration in 2018, advocating for measurable 
change to increase workplace opportunity for all 
through representation, retention and advance-
ment of talent.

This work, which draws on research and 
analysis by McKinsey & Company, can be used 
as a framework to help advance the journey 
toward equality in organizations throughout the 
industry.

“We are grateful for PVH’s continued partner-

ship with the CFDA, which allows us to address 
important needs within American fashion. 
With the study’s findings and toolkit, we look to 
industry stakeholders to support us in creating an 
industry that is diverse, equitable, and inclusive,” 
said Steven Kolb, CEO of the CFDA.

To drive this forward, the CFDA and PVH 
managed research over the past year to better 
understand how the fashion industry can be 
more diverse, equitable, and inclusive, particu-
larly through the lens of racial equity as it relates 
to talent acquisition and retention. This research 
included a survey of over 1,000 working industry 
professionals across 41 companies, 20 stake-
holder interviews, and three focus groups with 
students and emerging designers during fall 2020. 
A shared objective was to understand the expe-
riences of employees and prospective talent from 
underrepresented communities across all indus-
try disciplines and levels and to explore related 
themes such as allyship and intersectionality.

The tragic and senseless acts of racial injus-
tice in 2020, including the loss of all victims of 
racism in the U.S., as well as the wide-reaching 
economic impacts of COVID-19, have made this 
work even more critical.

“The inclusion and diversity challenges in the 
fashion industry are real. This important research 
not only confirms that; the learnings from it will 
also help guide the work towards positive and 
lasting change,” said Stefan Larsson, CEO of PVH 
Corp. “We have work to do at PVH, together 
with our larger industry, we have a collective 
responsibility to lean in and drive real impact. 
This is as important as any business strategy and 
speaks more broadly to who we are as human 
beings and the impact we can have on society.”

The report highlights the experiences and 
structural challenges of inequity in the industry. 
Through this research, the CFDA and PVH 
identified six key areas of opportunity: awareness, 
access, promotion, advocacy, compensation and 
belonging. Addressing these areas provides a 
framework for companies to quantify their cul-
ture’s strengths and opportunities for improve-
ment; provide insight into actionable steps 
towards a future more reflective of our citizenry; 
and foster a talent pipeline from underrepresent-
ed communities.

“The fashion industry, both in the U.S. and 
worldwide, has historically struggled with oppor-
tunities and pipelines for Black and Brown talent. 

We need to collectively address and change this. 
Our work with PVH will hasten the process and 
is key to CFDA’s overall DEI work around our 
IMPACT initiative, launching later this month to 
identify, connect, support, and nurture Black and 
Brown creatives and professionals in fashion,” said 
CaSandra Diggs, President of the CFDA.

The “State of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
in Fashion” report builds upon the CFDA and 
PVH’s co-authored 2019 industry briefing “Insid-
er/Outsider: Inclusion & Diversity in the Amer-
ican Fashion Industry.” Together, the CFDA and 
PVH continue to partner with the industry to 
inspire and build a future that is better for busi-
ness, better for creativity, and better for people.

The Council of Fashion Designers of Ameri-
ca, Inc. (CFDA) is a not-for-profit trade associa-
tion founded in 1962 with a membership of 477 
of America’s foremost womenswear, menswear, 
jewelry, and accessory designers. 

PVH is one of the most admired fashion 
and lifestyle companies in the world, powering 
brands that drive fashion forward – for good. 

For more details and to download the report, 
visit CFDA.com or PVH.com.

New Research Examines State of Diversity,  
Equity & Inclusion in Fashion Industry

A Culture  
of Inclusion 
We believe in providing a collaborative, 
supportive and inclusive work environment 
where our people can maximize their 
full potential for personal and business 
success. We believe that when our people 
feel comfortable being their true selves at 
work, they perform better. We believe that 
when our teams are diverse, our outcomes 
are stronger and the difference we can 
make in the world is greater. 

marathonpetroleum.com

Research aims to move fashion 
industry toward a more representative 
and equitable workforce in the 
American fashion industry
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BUILDING INCLUSIVE AND
DIVERSE COMMUNITY
Clark Construction is committed to advancing inclusion and 
diversity for our company, our industry, and our communities. 
We embrace the opportunity to make a meaningful and 
positive impact by creating an inclusive and respectful 
workplace, supporting small businesses and workforce 
development, and giving back through community service.

The Coalition for Diversity and Inclusion in 
Scholarly Communications (C4DISC) is 
actively inviting new members, partners, 

and volunteers to join efforts to increase diver-
sity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility in the 
scholarly communications industry.

C4DISC was formed in 2017 by a small 
group of trade and professional associations, 
including the Association of University Presses 
(AUPresses). Since then, the founding mem-
bers have established a joint statement of prin-
ciples, and defined the organization’s mission, 
vision, and values. Over the past year, with the 
generous support of Educopia, C4DISC has 
engaged in the formal process of developing an 
operational model and governance structure, 
under which AUPresses and the Society for 
Scholarly Publishing will serve as joint host 
organizations.

“We are pleased to be one of the founding 
members of this Coalition, working together 
towards inclusive practices within the scholarly 
communications ecosystem and in keeping 
with our Association’s commitment to diversity, 
inclusion, equity, and anti-racism,” said Peter 
Berkery, AUPresses executive director.

C4DISC and its expanding membership 
will be able to meaningfully engage in diversity, 
equity, and inclusion (DEI) work within the 
scholarly communication ecosystem, valuing 
differences, welcoming diverse perspectives, 
learning from different communities, making 
space for marginalized voices, and eliminating 
barriers. 

Individuals and organizations can partici-
pate in the following ways:

Formal membership in C4DISC is available 
to consortia that represent the organizations 
and individuals who work in scholarly commu-
nications.

Organizations can get involved and have a 
voice in C4DISC initiatives directly as partners.

Individuals and organizations can contribute 
to the work of C4DISC by volunteering their 
time creating through working groups, making 
a donation, or adopting the Joint Statement of 
Principles.

More than 40 organizations, in addition to 
the founding members, have already expressed 
their support by adopting C4DISC’s Statement 
of Principles.

“The MIT Press is committed to embracing 

and supporting all who seek to contribute to 
scholarly communications, especially historical-
ly marginalized and underrepresented groups,” 
said Amy Brand, director of the MIT Press. 
“We are proud to adopt the C4DISC Statement 

of Principles as we work to advance equity, 
inclusion, diversity and accessibility within the 
academic publishing ecosystem.”

Learn more at C4disc.org.

Coalition for Diversity and Inclusion in  
University Publishing Seeks to Expand
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Driving Progress

Boston  |  London  |  Los Angeles  |  New York  |  San Diego  |  San Francisco  |  Washington
© 2021 Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C

Information herein may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.

Diversity and inclusion are fundamental to our success.

Mintz is proud to be honored as the winner of the  

Organization of the Year category of the  

Los Angeles Business Journal’s 2021 Diversity,  
Inclusion + Equity Awards.

Congratulations to all of the award recipients  

and nominees! mintz.com

“THE CONVERSATION: Between Us, 
About Us” is a new campaign designed 
to provide Black communities with 

credible information about the COVID-19 
vaccines co-developed by KFF (Kaiser Family 
Foundation) and the Black Coalition Against 
COVID. Black doctors, nurses and researchers 
dispel misinformation and provide accessi-
ble facts in 50 FAQ videos that deliver the 
information Black people are asking for about 
the COVID-19 vaccines. More videos and 
voices will be added to this one-of-its-kind liv-
ing video library as new questions arise and 
information becomes available.

The series recently debuted on YouTube 
with a launch video featuring W. Kamau Bell 
in an open, honest conversation with Black 
health care workers that gets to the heart of 
Black people’s questions and concerns. You-
Tube is providing significant support for the 
campaign, including high visibility promotion 
across its platform.

Despite having one of the highest COVID-
19 mortality rates in the U.S., Black Amer-
icans are among those least likely to get the 
vaccines. 

“As Black health academicians, research-
ers, and clinicians, we understand our 
empathy-based responsibility to provide our 
community with the resources and guidance 
on surviving this pandemic,” said Reed Tuck-
son, MD, founding member, Black Coalition 
Against COVID. “As such, we appreciate 
this partnership with KFF to produce one of 
the largest of its kind campaigns to creatively 
provide trustworthy information that will save 
Black lives.”

“We’re seeing more Black adults want to 
get vaccinated when their time comes, but still 
a sizeable percent say they are waiting to see 
others vaccinated first. Among this group, 
many share common concerns that are direct-
ly addressed in this campaign,” said Drew 
Altman, PhD, president & CEO, KFF, which 
produced the campaign as the first initiative in 
its Greater Than COVID public information 
response to the pandemic.

“There are two major barriers to Black 
folks receiving the COVID-19 vaccines. 
Neither one of them are vaccine hesitancy. 
The barriers are accessible facts about the 
COVID-19 vaccines and convenient access 

to receive a vaccine,” said Rhea Boyd, MD, 
MPH, a pediatrician and public health advo-
cate, who co-developed the project with KFF 
and BCAC. “This is a comprehensive effort 
on behalf of Black health care workers across 
the country, to ensure every Black person in 
the United States has the credible information 
they need to make this critical choice. It is 
time for us to have a conversation, between us 
and about us.”

“Effective communication is as critical 
to the outcome of the vaccine program as 
manufacturing the shots,” added Dr. Boyd. 
“YouTube is where people are, and it’s where 
they are looking for information and support 
to guide them in health decisions. By partner-
ing with KFF and the Black Coalition Against 
COVID, we are able to bridge the information 
gap between communities most at-risk and 
trusted health experts who are representative 
of those communities and make clinical topics 
like COVID vaccine development accessible 
and relatable in a way that only video can.”

The California Health Care Founda-
tion, Commonwealth Fund and Sierra 
Health Foundation have contributed funding 

to the production and are supporting distribu-
tion of the series.

Through Greater Than COVID, KFF 
will also be working with partners to address 
information needs in other disproportionately 
affected communities.

Learn more at BetweenUsAboutUs.org or 
YouTube.com/GreaterThanCOVID.

Black Coalition Against COVID is a Washing-
ton, D.C.-based community initiative which seeks 
to provide trustworthy, science-based, information 
curated on behalf of and for the Black community 
about COVID-19 and the vaccine development 
process in an effort to help save Black lives at the 
national and local levels.

KFF (Kaiser Family Foundation) is a national 
nonprofit leader in health policy analysis and 
polling, journalism and social impact media. No 
affiliation with Kaiser Permanente.

Greater Than COVID is a public information 
initiative from KFF to help individuals take charge 
of their health during the evolving COVID-19 
public health crisis.

Health Equity Campaign by Black Health Care 
Workers Launches to Promote COVID-19 Vaccines
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Companies with practices that support 
greater gender diversity are rated more 
effective by their employees across a range 

of topics than those that do not, according to 
an analysis by leading global advisory, broking 
and solutions company Willis Towers Watson. 
Additionally, companies that offer supportive 
family services and health education programs 
for women provide better environments for 
finding work/life balance and managing work-
loads.

The analysis links diversity practices with 
opinions from 1.7 million employees surveyed 
by Willis Towers Watson at 32 major compa-
nies that are included in the 2019 Bloomberg 
Gender-Equality Index (GEI). The employee 
attitude data are integrated with Bloomberg 
data on gender-related programs and practices 
to examine linkages between gender-diversi-
ty policies and employee opinion. The GEI 
tracks the financial performance of companies 

that are committed to advancing women 
in the workplace through disclosure of gen-
der-related data.

Among the key findings from the analysis:
• Companies that grant a higher percent-

age of promotions to women generate more 
favorable employee views, especially opinions 
of senior leadership. The advantages are most 
apparent when at least one-third of promo-
tions go to women.

• Companies with more women among 
their most-compensated staff have more 
favorable employee attitudes, especially 
for opinions of career development. The 
advantages are most apparent when at least 
one-third of women are among the top 10% 
highest compensated executives.

• Offering family-supporting and 
health-enriching benefits, such as adoption 
assistance and women’s health education, are 
linked with more favorable views of work/life 
balance and the ability to manage workloads.

“We are seeing more and more companies 
making gender diversity and equality a top 
priority, and rightfully so,” said Laura Sejen, 

managing director, Human Capital and Ben-
efits, Willis Towers Watson. “As our analysis 
shows, even small steps can make a difference. 
Companies that are making a push toward 
gender diversity are experiencing a meaning-
ful and positive impact on employee attitudes 
toward leadership, career development and 
other aspects of the workplace.”

“The results from this study echo what we 

have learned through our work with the GEI: 
Diversity is good for business,” said Kiersten 
Barnet, global head of the Gender-Equality 
Index. “Disclosure not only pushes each 
organization to take a data-led approach to 
their own practices but also inspires other 
employers to do the same across the broader 
inclusion and diversity spectrum.”

With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson 
has 45,000 employees serving more than 140 
countries and markets. The company designs  
and delivers solutions that manage risk, optimize 
benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the power 
of capital to protect and strengthen institutions 
and individuals. 
Learn more at willistowerswatson.com.

Bloomberg’s enterprise solutions build on the 
company’s core strength: leveraging technology 
to allow customers to access, integrate, distribute 
and manage data and information across organi-
zations more efficiently and effectively. 
For more information on Bloomberg or the  
Gender-Equality Index, visit bloomberg.com  
or bloomberg.com/gei.

Companies with Greater Gender Diversity  
Deliver Better Overall Employee Experiences

'Companies that are making a 
push toward gender diversity are 

experiencing a meaningful and positive 
impact on employee attitudes toward 
leadership, career development and 

other aspects of the workplace.'

Advantages are most apparent when 
at least one-third of promotions  
go to women
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The Greater Los Angeles African American 
Chamber of Commerce (GLAAACC) was 
established in 1991 by a group of business 

owners and executives led by Gene Hale, Pres-
ident of G&C Equipment Corporation and 
the late Homer Broome, former president of 
Marvid Associates.  The vision then and now 
was to create an organization that would serve 
as an advocate for African American-owned 
business enterprises and to promote their 
growth and expansion into the international 
arena.

Beginning with a $5,000 grant from Toyota 
Motor Sales, U.S.A. Inc, GLAAACC began 
its journey. Led by Hale, Broome, the late Wil-
liam Kennard, Sr. and other prominent busi-
ness owners, GLAAACC was able to attract 
the attention and support of major corpora-
tions, including the public utility sector.

GLAAACC held its first major fundraiser, 
the Greater Los Angeles African American 
Chamber of Commerce Economic Award 
Dinner in 1993. Chaired by Sam Iacobellis of 
Rockwell International, the keynote speaker 
was Daniel S. Goldin, administrator of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration (NASA). Since that time the annual 
dinner has grown in size and stature. Notable 
speakers have included Yvonne Brathwaite 
Burke, Los Angeles County Supervisor (1998); 
former LA Governor Gray Davis (2001), Los 
Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa (2008) 
and Earvin “Magic” Johnson, chairman & 
CEO of Magic Johnson Enterprises (2009).

Receptions and town hall luncheons are 
the vehicles GLAAACC employs to create 
networking opportunities for its members. 
Guest speakers at these events include nota-
bles such as former U.S. Vice President Al 
Gore; the late U.S. Secretary of Commerce 
Ron Brown; U.S. Congresswoman Maxine 
Waters; Al Fromm, former chairman of 
the Democratic National Committee; Gil 
Garcetti, former Los Angeles County District 
Attorney; Bernard Parks, current Los Angeles 
Councilman and former LAPD Chief; former 
LAPD Chief Willie Williams; Los Angeles 
County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky and a host 
of senior executives from the corporate com-
munity. At these events members are afforded 
the opportunity to meet, exchange business 
cards, have a dialogue and develop relation-

ships with potential customers.
In keeping with its mission, GLAAACC 

has been active in its advocacy and support 
of African American business enterprise by 
providing a variety of programs and services 
to assist in their growth and development.  
GLAAACC works to combine the resources 
of the African American business community 
and other business organizations in order to 
secure solutions for expanding business oppor-
tunities.

Committed to the development of 
new African American business leaders, 
GLAAACC created the GLAAACC Educa-
tion Fund & Foundation, a 501(c)3 nonprofit 
public benefit corporation, in 1999 to provide 
scholarships for high school students seeking a 
degree in business or a related field.

During the holidays, GLAAACC hosts its 
annual Peace & Prosperity Holiday Mixer and 
fundraises for toys to donate to various non-
profit organizations that are designed to assist 
low income families in need.  GLAAACC 
also provides turkeys to parents of children 
located in Southern Los Angeles.

In addition to lobbying to city, state and 

federal lawmakers on issues affecting business 
enterprise, GLAAACC assists in providing 
information, resources and referrals to the 
community at large.

The mission of the GLAAACC is to advocate 
and promote the economic growth and develop-
ment of the African American business by focus-
ing on legislative advocacy, as well as identifying 
and developing business opportunities and strategic 
business alliances. Learn more at glaaacc.org.

Community Leadership: A Look at History  
and Work of the GLAAACC 

The vision of GLAAACC is to create an 
organization that would serve as an 
advocate for African American-owned 
business enterprises and to promote 
their growth and expansion into the 

international arena.
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PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSOR

FREE LIVE VIRTUAL EVENT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21
2:00 - 3:30PM PST

Vista Del Mar

REGISTER TO ATTEND

To register, please visit labusinessjournal.com/CitizenshipAwards

The Los Angeles Business Journal
is proud to honor the amazing work 
of the nonprofi t community along with 
the corporate citizens and businesses 
that support them.

The American Psychological Association 
has named Maysa Akbar, PhD, a respected 
scientist-practitioner, as its chief diversity 

officer, charged with infusing equity, diversity, 
and inclusion into the fabric of the association’s 
work.

Akbar is a leader and expert in equity, diver-
sity, and inclusion (EDI). Her work includes 
founding a clinical practice based in Connecti-
cut that specializes in race-based trauma. She 
also created a consulting firm and educational 
organization focused on organizational cultural 
transformation, which will be a key aspect of 
the CDO position. Akbar has developed cut-
ting-edge programs anchored in EDI for city 
governments, public schools and court systems, 
among other entities.

Akbar’s experience in addressing EDI across 
various forms of human diversity will be a major 
asset. She also holds a faculty appointment at 
the Yale Child Study Center as an assistant 
clinical professor of cultural diversity and 
family therapy, teaching cultural humility and 
responsiveness across an array of social identity 
domains.

“APA is thrilled to welcome Dr. Akbar as 

our new chief diversity officer,” said APA CEO 
Arthur C. Evans Jr., PhD. “She is an authority 
on equity, diversity, and inclusion, specializing 
in antiracism, racial justice, and developing 
allies. Her career has been built on the mission 
of deepening psychology’s commitment to these 
precepts. We look forward to applying her skills, 
knowledge, and strategic thinking to our work 
in transforming APA and the discipline of psy-
chology.”

“There could not be a more auspicious time 
for me to assume this position,” Akbar said. 
“Working with APA staff and members to 
develop innovative strategies to help address 
long-standing and systemic barriers to equity 
will be critical to APA’s work in promoting EDI 
in the association, the discipline of psychology, 
and broader society. Issues related to building 
equity, diversity, and inclusion are central to the 
evolution of workplaces and communities, par-
ticularly in this time of nationwide trauma with 
heightened awareness of racism.”

Before founding her own EDI-focused 
businesses, Akbar provided behavioral health 
consultation for early childhood programs in 
schools and was a staff psychologist at a federally 

qualified health clinic in New Haven. She later 
spent nine years as a medical consultant at a 
consortium in Portland, Maine.

Akbar holds a PhD in clinical psychology 
from St. Louis University, a master’s in commu-
nity psychology from Florida Agricultural and 
Mechanical University in Tallahassee and a BA 
in psychology from the State University of New 
York at Albany.

Originally from the Dominican Republic, 
Akbar grew up in Brooklyn, New York. She is 
fluent in Spanish.

“Equity, diversity, and inclusion are core val-
ues of the entire association, as reflected in its 
strategic plan and mission, and are essential for 
optimal organizational functioning and a robust, 
impactful field of psychology,” Evans said. “We 
look forward to Dr. Akbar’s moving APA for-
ward in this arena.”

As the leading architect of APA’s evolving 
EDI framework, the CDO will work with APA 
staff, leaders, and members to refine and build 
consensus for an overall plan, operationalize 
its goals, and establish accountability metrics 
to monitor and ensure progress. The CDO will 
serve as a spokesperson and advocate for EDI in 
the field of psychology, both within and outside 
the association. The CDO reports directly to 
the CEO and serves on the Executive Leader-
ship Team.

Akbar assumed her new post on January 15, 
2021.

Information for this article was provided by the 
Amercian Psychological Association.

American Psychological Association Names  
Chief Diversity Officer

'Issues related to building equity, 
diversity, and inclusion are central 
to the evolution of workplaces and 

communities, particularly in this time 
of nationwide trauma with heightened 

awareness of racism.'
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